Health Economics

Module Code: ECO00026M Credits: 20 Term: 2

Contact Hours: 22 two-hour Lectures, 5 two-hour Workshops (54 contact hours); in term 2.

Module Organiser: Professor L. Siciliani

Aims:

To provide a comprehensive training in the use of economic analysis in all aspects of health and health care.

Objectives:

On completing the module a student will be able to:

- show a comprehensive knowledge of the relevant literature
- critically appraise the literature, and
- have practical experience of implementing appropriate methods.

Assessment:

You are expected to hand in a piece of written work. This should be based on your workshop presentation. The essay should be short (1,500 words) and typed. These essays are an important part of the preparation for the examinations and will be a valuable part of your revision. There will be a three-hour unseen examination scheduled for the Summer Term.

Pre-requisites:

Only available for students registered for the MSc Health Economics and visiting students.

Main References:

For a general introductory text see:


Some of the readings on the list are taken from two reference books:

